



Cassandra Clare Created a 
Fantasy Realm and Aims to 
Maintain Her Rule 



 The fantasy author Cassandra Clare at the apothecary bar inside the writer’s studio owned by 
 her and her husband, Joshua Lewis. The studio, across the street from the couple’s home in 
 Amherst, Mass., is done up in steampunk style. Tony Luong for The New York Times 
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One morning in early March, Kyli Ledesma, a 20-year-old barista from San Diego, woke up at 3:30 so she 
could drive to Los Angeles to secure a copy of Cassandra Clare’s newest book, “Lady Midnight,” which 
would be for sale at Barnes & Noble at the Grove, a high-end mall, when it opened at 9. Yet she was not 
the first at the door. 

Nor was Lydia Whitman, 15, who pulled in at 5 a.m., driven from Agoura Hills, Calif., by her mother to 
earn the 12th place in line. 

Sales of the book were capped at 400, but the urgency propelling Ms. Ledesma, Ms. Whitman and the rest 
of Ms. Clare’s fans was that the first 100 purchasers would get a seat that evening at a question-and-
answer session with Ms. Clare and the actors from “Shadowhunters,” the television show that has been 
made from her series. 

A tour for Ms. Clare has more in common with that of a country music star than an author. She travels on 
a bus emblazoned with her name, and hundreds, even thousands, of fans may show up at her events. 

She writes fantasy for the young-adult market, which means she’s an alternate-world builder, like J. K. 
Rowling and Stephenie Meyer, who sets her supernatural plots (Shadowhunters are humans, teenagers 
mostly, who are descended from angels and fight demons and such) in urban settings like New York City 
and Los Angeles. 

Ms. Clare’s characters are tougher and wittier than the lugubrious Bella and Edward of “Twilight” fame, 
and her female protagonists are smart and sassy. Their appeal, besides the innate tension of teenagers on 
the verge, is their contemporary milieus and sharp dialogue. 

“The books give you wonder in everyday life,” said Katherine Mann, 13, who had an armful of “Lady 
Midnight” copies she had bought for herself and family members. “She shows you that even if you live in a 
big city, there can be the possibility of fantasy.” 

 

http://www.cassandraclare.com/


Fans of Cassandra Clare at an appearance by the author at a Los Angeles bookstore. 
Julian Berman for The New York Times 

That evening in Los Angeles, there were fans from Seattle, Argentina and Sweden. One of them, Fanny 
Thorkildsen Fernandes, taught the crowd how to say “Shadowhunters” in Swedish. (It’s skuggjagare.) 

Sogol Gharaei, 15, said she celebrates the day she began reading “City of Bones” — Ms. Clare’s first book, 
out in 2007 — each year by baking a cake and drawing a big rune on her arm, she said, “to keep the 
memory alive.” (Runes are part of the Shadowhunter’s arsenal, and appear mainly on body parts. As 
Sogol’s were, the arms of many attendees at the Barnes & Noble event were embellished with Sharpie-
drawn examples.) 

The 300 fans who didn’t score a seat at the talk waited patiently until Ms. Clare began signing books at 8 
p.m. She would remain there until after midnight, when the last book wore her signature and she headed 
back to her tour bus to ice her hand and sleep while the bus drove all night to Salt Lake City, where the 
same scene would play out in a high school auditorium at an event sponsored by an independent 
bookstore. 

This is the upside of Ms. Clare’s fandom. But there’s a darker, more complicated byproduct of her success. 
Twitter, Tumblr, Facebook and all manner of fan sites (as well as antifan sites or hate blogs — yes, that’s a 
thing) are sometimes fractious communities whose members she may engage with daily, and not always 
happily. 

The place Ms. Clare occupies in publishing — and the 
work she does to keep herself there — is emblematic 
of the burdens and boons fan culture bestows on so 
many fantasy authors. Deeply possessive of the 
characters Ms. Clare has created, the fans can turn 
on her for plot directions they don’t approve of, or 
for the ways in which the television show diverges 
from the books. (Ms. Clare has no role in the TV 
series.) 

Fantitlement, as this phenomenon is known, has 
raised her fortunes while at times it has bedeviled 
her, as it has so many of her peers. Laura Miller, a 
books and culture columnist at Slate who has 
written about fan culture, likened Ms. Clare’s 
experiences to that of George R. R. Martin, the 
“Game of Thrones” author whose fans grew so angry 
at his  

publishing pace that some created a blog, “Finish the 
Book, George.” 

Ms. Clare’s Internet buffeting is intense and 
rampant. There are numerous blogs devoted to 
pillorying her. Some of this emotion has its roots in 
her own start as a fan fiction author; 16 years ago, 
she wrote some Harry Potter fan fiction called “The 
Draco Trilogy.” There were charges she lifted 
passages from the published, though out of print, 
work of a fantasy author named Pamela Dean 

without proper acknowledgment. 
Ms. Clare on her tour bus. 
Julian Berman for The New York Times 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Fan fiction is a boisterous community of online writers, many of them women, who reimagine existing 
stories and characters, often in the fantasy realm, and often with erotic overtones: Spock paired with 
Uhura, say, or Spock with Captain Kirk are popular imaginings. 

Harry Potter fan fiction is an enormous subgenre, with hundreds of thousands of examples online, 
according to Anne Jamison, an associate professor of English at the University of Utah and the author of 
“Fic: Why Fanfiction Is Taking Over the World.” (Why is it taking over the world? “Because it’s the first 
digitally native fiction,” Dr. Jamison said.) 

Some work, like Ms. Clare’s, is embedded with references, direct quotes and even whole passages drawn 
from the fantasy canon, like in-jokes for the initiated. Some fans think this is part of the game, but others 
see it as a violation of the rules. 

Cassandra Clare is the pen name of Judith Lewis, though most people in her circle, except her parents, call 
her Cassie. In person, Ms. Clare, 42, is more of a Hermione than a Bella. 

Ms. Clare is the daughter of academics who spent her first two decades living in Tehran, London, Boston 
and Los Angeles. She retains the confidence of a precocious only-child who grew up with her nose in a 
book and largely in the company of adults. (Her mother, Elizabeth Rumelt, said her first words, “I want,” 
were uttered in Farsi.) 

On any given day, her hair might be blue or pink, and she’ll be wearing a dress she designed herself from 
vintage patterns and in Liberty prints because as a plus-size woman she is often challenged to find 
clothing that matches her sensibility. 

She took her pen name from “a terrible novel” she wrote in eighth grade called “The Beautiful Cassandra.” 
The title was a reference to a story Jane Austen wrote for her older sister, Cassandra. “In it, Cassandra 
meets a handsome young man and they fall in love and kiss,” Ms. Clare said. “And I was 13 and didn’t 
know what should happen next, so I killed him.” 

A steam engine that has been electrified and made to look as if it is powering the fans in Ms. Clare’s writing studio in 
Amherst, Mass. 
Tony Luong for The New York Times 
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Nearly a decade and a half later, Ms. Clare wrote her first piece of fan fiction. She was 25 and an assistant 
editor at The Hollywood Reporter, putting together a special section on “The X-Files” when she 
discovered the genre and tumbled down its rabbit hole (perhaps unsurprisingly, “The X-Files” have been 
catnip to fanfic folks). 
 
“I printed it all out, and read it one night at the gym,” she said. “I almost fell off the NordicTrack.” That 
was when Ms. Clare created her “Draco Trilogy,” which begins with Harry Potter and Draco Malfoy 
switching identities and unspools toward a battle for Hermione’s affections. 
 
(She was also writing as Cassandra Claire; she dropped the “I” when another fan-fiction author signed up 
all the “Cassandra Claire” domain names.)  
 
In her book, Dr. Jamison devotes a chapter to the Clare brouhaha as a case study of Internet flaming and 
conflict. This particular one, she said, keeps getting rechurned. “Fan fiction looks like it’s a collaborative 
community playing by the same rules, but it turns out that it isn’t,” Dr. Jamison said. 
 
Sarah Rees Brennan, an Irish young-adult fantasy writer who also came up from fan fiction, has had her 
own online snipers charging her with plagiarism and for being a friend of Ms. Clare. Ms. Miller of Slate, 
who said she was baffled by the depth of the animosity toward Ms. Clare, said she wondered if it had to do 
with her being one of the first writers to leave the “bubble” of fan fiction to become a published author, as 
if the leaving were a betrayal. 
 
So does Elizabeth Minkel, who writes about fan culture for New Statesman, among other publications, 
and is a fan fiction author herself. “For whatever reason, when some people leave the community, there 
can be a legacy of negative feelings,” she said. “It gets passed down word of mouth. And once people get 
mad on the Internet, there’s no going back.” 

Ms. Clare and her husband, Joshua Lewis, in their writing studio in Amherst, Mass. 
Tony Luong for The New York Times 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Ms. Clare would add one more variable: gender. 

“Do I think the animosity toward me from fandom is about my thinking of fan fiction as illegal art and 
mashing up quotes from books and movies and plays into the fan fiction I wrote 16 years ago?” she said. 
“No. A million people did that and still do. I was nothing different or special except that I went on to be a 
successful author and public figure. They’ve always been very clear it’s about punishing me for the latter, 
because it’s seen as being uppity. It’s not an old grudge being held on to. It’s the pattern of how women 
are treated on the Internet every day.” 

As rowdy as the fan fiction arena is, there is just as much passion directed at Ms. Clare’s published work. 
There were fans who were angry that the television cast was not in the 2013 Shadowhunters movie, and 
Ms. Clare was vilified for not advocating for them. 

These emotions have spilled out offline, too. Bookstores have received death threats against her; at a 
signing for “Clockwork Princess,” the final book of her second trilogy, set in Victorian England, a fan 
smashed a book down on her hand because the fan was enraged, Ms. Clare said, that a character had died. 

“People are deeply uncomfortable with the idea that the characters they love and regard as people, real 
people, were made up by someone, especially if that someone is a woman,” she said. 

Ms. Clare described a Twitter comment about one of her characters that read, “If it were up to you, Alec 
would be dead.” 

“I pointed out that it is up to me,” Ms. Clare said. “And they seemed shocked to have to confront that fact, 
as if they couldn’t remember that actually I made up Alec, his reality had trumped mine.” 

And then there are the legal disputes. 

Young-adult and fantasy authors can earn millions, even if they are not household names like Ms. 
Rowling or Ms. Meyer. 

“Lady Midnight” is Ms. Clare’s 10th book, and the first in a trilogy for which Simon & Schuster, her 
longtime publisher, paid her in the high seven figures. There are 36 million Shadowhunter books in print 
(as compared to Ms. Meyer’s 100 million for her “Twilight” books, and Ms. Rowling’s 450 plus million for 
her Harry Potter books), published in 35 languages. 

A mechanical hand displayed in Ms. Clare’s apothecary bar. 
Tony Luong for The New York Times 



“Lady Midnight,” out since March 8, is already in its second printing, with 600,000 copies, and it has 
landed at No. 1, as her books tend to do, on the New York Times best-seller list for her category. 

“What you find with urban fantasy authors is the loyalty levels are intensely high compared to just about 
any other fiction category,” said Peter Hildick-Smith, chief executive of the Codex Group, which analyzes 
the book industry. 

According to a survey conducted by Codex last week, Ms. Clare’s peak audience is women ages 18 to 24, 
among whom she’s as popular as Gwyneth Paltrow and Cameron Diaz. “She may not be a household 
name, but her fans are intensely loyal,” Mr. Hildick-Smith said. “It really determines how consistently you 
can be a best-seller.” 

These high stakes may be why so many young-adult and fantasy authors find themselves ensnared by 
lawsuits. 

In February, Ms. Clare was sued for copyright infringement, among other charges, by Sherrilyn Kenyon, 
an American young-adult author who writes an urban fantasy series about demon killers named Dark-
Hunters. Ms. Clare’s lawyer, John R. Cahill, said he expected the suit to be dismissed and issued a 
statement that read, in part, “The lawsuit failed to identify a single instance of actual copying or 
plagiarism by Cassie.” 

But the dispute puts Ms. Clare in good company: Ms. Meyer; Rick Riordan, another successful author who 
drew from Greek mythology when he created his young-adult series; and Ms. Rowling have all been sued 
for plagiarism, often more than once. 

“Fantasy is a genre of tropes, and I think a lot of people don’t understand that,” Ms. Clare said of the 
lawsuit. Fantasy is also an enormously profitable publishing space, and franchises can extend indefinitely. 
Ms. Clare is on her third trilogy, and as John Sellers, the children’s reviews editor at Publishers Weekly 
pointed out, she has said she already has two more trilogies mapped out. 

“She is not limiting herself to geography or even time,” he said. “The only limit I think is what she’s willing 
to write. It’s a sprawling world she’s created, and it seems it’s only going to become more so.” 

On a recent Thursday, Ms. Clare was briefly at home in Amherst, Mass., on the site of the new house the 
Shadowhunters books have bought for her and her husband, Joshua Lewis. 

For the last two years, she and Mr. Lewis have been renovating a mid-19th-century former warehouse set 
beside a crashing waterfall. They bought it for about $400,000 and have put as much as $2 million into 
the renovation, Ms. Clare said. “We took everything apart and put it back together,” she said. 

It’s now an Arts and Crafts showpiece. Stairs are painted to look like bookshelves; bathroom tiles are 
printed with quotes from their favorite authors, like J. M. Barrie and Oscar Wilde. Their bed is hand-
painted with quotes from Verlaine and Rimbaud, and there’s even a hidden passage. “That’s for Josh,” Ms. 
Clare said. 

The two met online over a decade ago, in a group for would-be children’s book authors, where they 
bonded over literary arcana. Mr. Lewis, now 37, was at the time working on a Ph.D. in computer science at 
the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. Ms. Clare was living in Brooklyn, working nights as a 
freelance copy editor for American Media, which publishes National Enquirer and Star, and writing “City 
of Bones” during the day. 

Mr. Lewis, who also writes fiction and with whom Ms. Clare has collaborated on “The Shadowhunter’s 
Codex,” a manual for would-be Shadowhunters, said he knew he’d won Ms. Clare over when he identified 
a line from “Catch-22” in one of her early emails. Their wedding rings are inscribed with this phrase: “Are 
we not two volumes of the same book?” 



They moved to Amherst in 2009, when Ms. Clare’s third book was published. Around that time, her store 
events began to change. “My first book event, my parents showed up, and maybe 10 people,” she said. 
“For ‘City of Glass,’ I went to Toronto for an event and 1,000 people appeared. I thought, my God, did 
something happen?” 

Across the street from the house is a 1920s barn that’s been reimagined as a writing studio by Bruce and 
Melanie Rosenbaum, architectural designers with a specialty in steampunk design. They were so inspired 
by Ms. Clare’s work, they created a steampunk-inflected interior from salvaged apothecary shelves and an 
old soda fountain. A vintage English telephone booth will become a time machine. “Knowing Bruce,” Ms. 
Clare said, “it will probably work.” 

Collaborating with a mechanical engineer, the Rosenbaums turned all the modern appliances into 
fantastical contraptions. A tiny steam engine has been electrified and fashioned to look as if it’s powering 
the ceiling fan. 

There’s an iPad in an apothecary scale and the gleaming soda fountain holds a tiny clockwork angel (in 
homage to the title of one of Ms. Clare’s books) upon which play multicolored LEDs. It’s inscribed with a 
passage in Latin, “which I can’t read because I can’t read Latin,” Mr. Lewis said. “But it’s from Milton, and 
it’s something like, ‘If I can’t reach Heaven, I’ll raise hell.’” 

“Actually, it’s from Virgil,” Ms. Clare said. Mr. Lewis beamed at her. 

The microwave, a wildly elaborate device, has its own Latin inscription, an appropriate coda, perhaps, for 
Ms. Clare’s career: “Justice should be served hot.” 

A version of this article appears in print on April 24, 2016, on Page ST1 of the New York edition with the 
headline: Demons, Indeed.
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Cassandra Clare interview: Fascism, 
demons, diversity, and maintaining 
her empire without a drop of coffee 
’For a long time with these books – and they're very classic urban fantasy – they’re stories about 
teens growing up and being surrounded by supernatural threats and demons and there's a lot of 
mythology and whatnot. But for years and years they were treated as romance novels. And it 
drove me nuts!’ 

Narjas Zatat @NtheodoraK Tuesday 29 August 2017

Cassandra Clare’s latest book, ‘Lord of Shadows’, deals with the insurgence of an extremist branch in the 
government 



The search to find meaning in our lives leads us to fantastical tales: stories of heroes battling evil appear 
again and again in the literary fabric of the world, and it is precisely because of the depth and intensity of 
their experiences, that we are able to carve out a sense of significance in our own existence. 

It’s the allure of reading books – and one that author Cassandra Clare (real name Judith Lewis) expertly 
cultivates.  

Having spent over a decade creating a world of the fantastic, a film and Netflix adaptation cultivating 
droves of fans across the world, to call Clare a “powerhouse” would be a gross understatement. Her books 
deal with that quintessentially awkward transitional teenage era, and encompass treatises on morality, the 
human condition and what it means to be a hero against a backdrop of a deeply dangerous world 
inhabited by demons, angels and warlocks – and the young Shadowhunters who do battle with them. 

Her latest book, Lord of Shadows, deals with the insurgence of an extremist branch in the government. 
Sound familiar? She certainly thinks so. “As we went through our whole US election, they definitely 
coalesced as a more fascist, more nationalistic [chuckles] more xenophobic group and so it was really 
interesting, having all that planned,” she tells me in an exclusive interview, “It felt like I was reflecting 
things that were going on at the time I was writing.” 

Clare is no stranger to potentially hostile governments. Having been born in Iran, the political landscape 
was tenuous, to say the least. “My dad was part of a western program of business at the University of 
Tehran, and my parents were very happy there but they did wind up leaving because things were looking a 
little – can I say dodgy? [laughs]. They were very passionate travellers so we spent a large portion of my 
childhood travelling – to India, Nepal, Europe.” 

Though Clare was a voracious and consummate reader, it was not until her early 30s that she pursued a 
career in writing. Before that she wrote Harry Potter fan fiction, and worked as a journalist, and then a 
copy editor for the US tabloid magazine Hollywood Reporter. “It was dire,” she says of the experience, “It 
was when Brad and Angelina were first getting together, and we were up all night from 10pm in the 
evening to six in the morning to make sure it hit the news stands early. 

“It’s a really good practise though, for being a writer and hitting deadlines [laughs]. It’s really one of the 
most important things you can learn how to do. It helped me enormously to work to a schedule.” 

Cassandra Clare and Holly Black talking about their new ‘Magisterium’ series in London (Narjas Zatat) 



The first book in her Mortal Instruments series, City of Bonesmade it to the New York Times Best Selling 
list, but it was not until two books later that success truly dawned on her. “I kept my terrible copy editing 
job until my third book had come out and I worked through having both a job and hitting the deadlines. 
My agent called me and was like ‘you’re on the best-seller list and you’ve sold this many copies and you 
can quit. Like you can quit your day job.’ It was a really scary feeling – like the ties on a parachute falling. 

“The pressure is on you to do the best writing you can as an artist. When you are starting out, you don’t 
think about that stuff. So often we see especially in the US with health insurance, people in our writing 
community who get sick and have no way to pay for their treatment. To have the security to pay for your 
health insurance is a huge thing.” 

In the beginning, it wasn’t just the financial dissonance that proved challenging. According to a 
2016 survey, the US publishing industry is 78 per cent female, however senior positions continue to be 
held by men. Clare was keen to pitch her books to female editors, but that didn’t stop the industry from 
attempting to wedge her into the “romance writer” category.  

“What you mostly notice is a different kind of way you’re treated by men. For a long long time with these 
books – and they’re very classic urban fantasy – they’re stories about teens growing up and being 
surrounded by supernatural threats and demons and there’s a lot of mythology and whatnot. But for years 
and years they were treated as romance novels. And it drove me nuts!” 

Clare’s main character in the first five books is Clary Fray, a 16-year-old girl who fights demons and 
travels to different realms – all while trying to juggle the nuances of teenage love. “I wanted to do this 
classic hero story but I wanted to do it with a girl. What I would have wanted when I was that age – when 
I was sixteen or seventeen and I had read all these books and they were all about boys having this 
experience and this journey and I loved those books but they weren’t reflecting me specifically as a 
person. 

Clare with a reader, during a fan signing in London (Narjas Zatat) 

https://www.awin1.com/awclick.php?mid=5795&id=201309&p=https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/jan/27/us-study-finds-publishing-is-overwhelmingly-white-and-female


“It was really important to me that Shadowhunters were a world organisation, that they existed in every 
country, that they encompass all of humanity and every religion,” she says of the fictional group who 
battle supernatural foes, “I didn’t want anyone to feel shut out or that their country or religion wasn’t 
compatible with being a Shadowhunter.” 

Diversity is a strand which links all of Clare’s stories together and in the beginning, fitting in a gay 
character was an uphill struggle. “I had an enormous amount of pushback from publishers specifically 
because of Alec being gay. This was in 2004/2005, and I had to fight really hard to get him into the books. 
The Barnes & Nobles website page for City of Bones included a review from Commonsense Media where 
they gave it a warning for ‘sexual content’ just because of the presence of a gay character. Some big box 
stores refused to carry the book, and major children’s book clubs passed it over.” 

However, as the books became popular, she was able to introduce the subplot of a love story between two 
men in the hopes that “kids who most needed to read them” could do so.  

Racial diversity was another strand she was keen to tug. “We owe writers of colour and LGBT writers and 
those who exist in a marginalised group for having done work on behalf of people to get these doors open. 

“I’ve always wanted to make sure sexualities and racial ethnicities are represented and I think about the 
balance between being inclusive and not trying to step on somebody else’s story. I remember when I was 
at a conference, a teenage girl came up to me and and thanked me for writing an autistic character she 
could relate to.”  

An avid social media user, Clare has often had problems with bullies – “trolls” - online. One particularly 
“frightening” incident left her threatened with violence – all because of the way her latest book ended. 
“They knew I was attending a convention and they said they were going to ‘beat the f**k out of me’. It was 
really the dark side.” With the help of book bloggers and fans, they found the person, who was escorted 
out of the event. 

Interactions with fans however, is overwhelmingly positive and they are very protective of the 
writer. Speaking to several during a book signing alongside fellow author and friend Holly Black, at a 
beautiful church next to Piccadilly Waterstones, one thing was clear: their love for her transcends the 
norm. One fan travelled from Denmark for the chance to have her books signed, and two lined up all day 
to get the best seats. “I love my fans,” she said, “they are lovely.” Clare was keen to create a deep and 
meaningful relationship with them, and social media was the best medium through which she 
could. “Having a Twitter and having a Tumblr[where the writer conducts frequent Q&As] has really made 
it possible for me to have an ongoing, active conversation with fans and I think it’s really interesting.” 

Opting for tea over coffee, Clare keeps herself grounded with sewing and travel – a heady combination. “I 
enjoy designing my own clothes using vintage patterns. I work with a designer named Lianna Kachmar to 
resize old vintage Dior and Givenchy patterns and recreate the dresses and coats.”  

A reader first, Clare was keen to give me the books she’s currently reading. Here they are: 
Warcross by Marie Lu  
Shadowshaper by Daniel Jose Alder   
Ember in the Ashes by Sabaa Tahir   
Sorcerer to the Crown by Zen Cho  

Her books, as well as her collaboration with Holly Black are available from Waterstones 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 Tracing Cassandra Clare’s fantasy career 
]


STEVEN G. SMITH FOR THE BOSTON GLOBE  

Cassandra Clare in her barn in Amherst that is filled with her collection of 
steampunk items for inspiration. 

By Meredith Goldstein GLOBE STAFF MAY 31, 2017  

AMHERST — Cassandra Clare doesn’t have much time to sit around and think. The wildly popular 
fantasy author averages more than a book a year, which means she’s always on deadline. Still, she can’t 
ignore her big 10-year anniversary. 

“It’s definitely made me very introspective about my career and what gives it longevity,” Clare said.  
In March of 2007, Clare released her debut novel, “City of Bones,” the first in her “Mortal Instruments” 
series. That book tells the story of a New York City teen named Clary, who discovers that she’s a 
Shadowhunter, meant to fight evil demons invisible to regular humans, referred to as “mundanes.” She 



inhabits a world that is realistic and familiar (with a protective mom and a friend in a band) yet steeped in 
the paranormal. She also learns about family, and, more importantly, how it feels to fall in love. 

Clare was in her early 30s and living in Brooklyn when she sold that first book to the Simon & Schuster 
imprint McElderry Books for a $25,000 advance. It seemed like a lot of money then. 

“I certainly didn’t know it was going to be a success,” she says, “and I’ve been surprised ever since.”  

A decade after that first release, Clare has put out 15 books in her “Shadowhunters Chronicles” world. She 
has an international fan base, and there are more than 50 million copies of her novels in print. Her work 
has also inspired a Hollywood movie and a television series — whose second season will continue next 
week.  

Her most recent novel, released May 23, is “Lord of Shadows,” the second in her “Dark Artifices” trilogy. 
It is a 699-page tome filled with battles against supernatural creatures, and lots of kissing.  

On a recent afternoon in her Amherst writing space, a refurbished barn decorated with all things 
steampunk, Clare talked about the path of her literary career.  

Clare says she wrote her first book on the couch in the apartment she shared with her husband, Joshua 
Lewis. She wrote during the day and worked nights as a copy editor for the publisher of National Enquirer 
and Star magazine, where she spent her hours polishing exposés about celebrities like Tom Cruise.  

She didn’t even consider leaving that job after she got the book deal. That $25,000 would be doled out 
over several years. Also, she didn’t know how the novel would do.  

“Everyone said, ‘Don’t quit your day job, so I didn’t.’ ”  

Her release drew solid sales, boosted by a blurb from Stephenie Meyer, who’s own paranormal romance 
debut, “Twilight,” was just reaching international juggernaut status. But Clare was still unsure.  

She didn’t finally give notice until after her third book. Even then she wondered how long it would all last. 
She heard that paranormal romances, like hers, were over in the young-adult industry. Dystopian epics 
like “The Hunger Games” and “Divergent” had become the thing. Then it was realistic young adult fiction 
like “The Fault in Our Stars” by John Green.  

Clare waited for sales to drop. But they didn’t. Every book in her “Mortal Instruments” series drew huge 
sales. Fans wept when they met her.  

‘I certainly didn’t know it was going to be a success, and I’ve been surprised ever since.’  

“I would always be like, ‘Stop crying! What can I do?’ ”  

In 2010, she began publishing a prequel series for “Mortal Instruments” called “The Infernal Devices.” In 
2013, a movie, “The Mortal Instruments: City of Bones,’’ based on her book, was released.  

By then, her readings were too big to be held in local bookstores. For the release of “City of Heavenly 
Fire,” the final book in her “Mortal Instruments” series, she packed the Wellesley Middle School 
auditorium for a Wellesley Books event and was interviewed onstage by best-selling author Jodi Picoult, 
who had become a self-proclaimed Clare fanatic.  

Clare’s editor, Karen Wojtyla, who has worked with her since her first book, said the “Shadowhunters” 
audience has mushroomed for the same reason she was initially drawn to it.  

“I bought it before the first book was even completed,” she remembers, struck by how alive the characters 
felt, despite the supernatural themes. “It’s so real you feel like you could meet these people on the street.”  



Wojtyla said that over time she realized that fans felt as if Clare understood them. It only helped that the 
world of her books looked like theirs. There were gay characters and characters of color. And none of it 
felt contrived.  
 
“I noticed,’’ she said, that “fans started standing up at Cassie’s events and saying how much it meant to 
them.”  

“The Darkest Part of the Forest” author Holly Black, who collaborates with Clare on a fantasy series called 
“Magisterium,” agreed.  

“I’m always amazed by the fully rendered lives of the minor characters,” Black said, adding that with each 
book, the world grows.  

Clare’s supporters also point to her productivity — that for fans, there’s always more to read. It’s no 
surprise. She doesn’t really take vacations and almost every day is for writing. Her entire life is devoted to 
her books.  

Her Amherst barn features a long, custom-made table where Clare, Black, and another local author, Kelly 
Link, meet to do their work. And the steampunk decor, which appears to be her big spend, is also 
designed to inspire by creating a setting that mirrors that of her books.  

On one wall, there’s a restored apothecary with a few drawers labeled with magic potions from her books. 
On another there’s an antique British phone booth with a mess  
of wires inside. “It’s going to be a time machine,” Clare says, and based on her tone, it’s something to 
believe.  

Her immersion in the world of Cassandra Clare is complete, even down to the name (her real name is 
Judith Lewis).  

Clare has three more releases this year — two paperback editions and a 10th anniversary edition of “City 
of Bones” due out in November. Next year she’ll put out “Lost Book of the White,” with coauthor Wesley 
Chu, along with the first in a new “Last Hours” series.  

“Shadowhunters,” the television series based on her books, continues its season two episodes on Freeform 
on June 5, but she’s minimally involved and is disappointed about it. Clare says the showrunners have 
their own ideas for the series, but she points to “Game of Thrones” and “Outlander” as programs that have 
benefited from having the author involved.  

“I would love to work on a TV show,” she says. “I want a shot at writing a screenplay.”  

It’s more work, but that’s the point.  

“She obviously loves it,” Wojtyla said. “If she’s not writing all the time, she’s thinking and investing.”  

Clare admits, at her writing table, “Chilling out is not really a thing that I do.”  

Meredith Goldstein can be reached at meredith.goldstein@ 
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The Mortal Instruments Creator 
Cassandra Clare Opens Up About Her New 

Book, Lady Midnight 

It’s the start of a whole new mystery series you won't want to put down. 

       Kate Dwyer  
        MAR 9, 2016 

With 36 million books in print, three years on 
the New York Times bestseller list, and a 
Freeform television show to her name, 
Cassandra Clare has reigned queen of young 
adult literature since the early days of her 
now-expansive Shadowhunter universe. And 
now, she’s kicking off a national tour to 
celebrate the release of Lady Midnight, the 
first novel in a new series called The Dark 
Artifices. The book follows Emma Carstairs 
and her parabatai, Julian Blackthorn, as they 
try to catch a serial killer and diffuse a war 
between the Shadowhunters and the 
Downworlders — faeries who betrayed them 
in The Mortal Instruments. In Lady 
Midnight, we’ll finally discover why 
Shadowhunters can’t fall in love with 
their parabatai, meet new characters like the 
Blackthorn family, and catch up with old 
friends from The Mortal Instruments, like 

Clary and Jace. 

http://www.teenvogue.com/contributor/kate-dwyer
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/create/button/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.teenvogue.com%2Fstory%2Fcassandra-clare-interview-lady-midnight&media=https%3A%2F%2Fassets.teenvogue.com%2Fphotos%2Fundefined%2F2%3A3%2Fpass%2Fundefined&description=


Lady Midnight is a great place for new readers to delve into the Shadowhunter universe. 
Because it’s a companion series to The Mortal Instruments (and not necessarily a direct 
sequel), there’s less backstory to catch up on. But unlike The Mortal Instruments, which 
exist in the same universe, there’s an emphasis here on the “urban” in “urban fantasy.” 
The story is as much a gorgeous Hollywood thriller as it is a fantasy about a half-angel 
superhuman race. “All of the Shadowhunter books focus on the battle between good and 
evil, but The Dark Artifices is more of a mystery than the previous books have been,” 
Clare tells Teen Vogue. “The characters are embroiled in a murder mystery, and they’ll 
be searching for clues and chasing down suspects. The story is deeply influenced by my 
love of Phillip Marlowe and sunlit noir.” 

Lady Midnight is certainly sunlit: unlike The Mortal Instruments, which is set largely in 
New York, The Dark Artifices takes place in Los Angeles, where Clare spent her own 
high school years. In fact, Emma and Julian visit some of her favorite places, like 
Canter’s Deli. “I was an imaginative teenager, always seeing supernatural creatures and 
potential magic around every corner,” she says. “In The Dark Artifices, I’ve gotten to 
revive those imaginings, and place sea-demons on the Santa Monica pier. LA has this 
contrast between the glamorous and the seedy that was great fun to play with in the 
context of Shadowhunters and Downworlders.” This glittery yet gritty setting works as a 
lush backdrop for the forbidden romance between our two protagonists, and a place for 
Emma — who’s terrified of the ocean — to come face to face with her fears. 

Longtime Shadowhunter fans may remember Emma and Julian from City of Heavenly 
Fire, when Emma’s parents were killed and Julian’s brother Mark was kidnapped by the 
faeries. But they’ve grown up a lot since then, according to Clare. “They both had 
responsibilities thrust on them while they were very young, because of the tragedies that 
befell them in The Mortal Instruments. Emma is devoted to exacting revenge on 
whoever killed her parents. Julian struggles with personal desires that conflict with his 
role as the head of his family,” she explains. “Also, Julian has taught himself to cook.” 
Sigh. 

Over the next few weeks, Clare will be traveling across the country in a tour bus wrapped 
with the Lady Midnight artwork, like the true literary rock star she is. Check out 
her tour scheduleto see if she’s stopping at your local bookstore. Lady Midnight hit the 
shelves Tuesday, March 8. 

http://www.cassandraclare.com/tour-dates/


 






Everything You Need to Know About 
Cassandra Clare's New Book Lady Midnight 

March 8, 2016 
by HILARY WHITE 




Magic, monsters, romance, endless action, badass women, and characters you can't help but fall 
in love with. Yep, Cassandra Clare's epic Shadow World has it all. It began with The Mortal 
Instruments, a YA fantasy book series that quickly gained a VERY devoted fan base — and I 
count myself among those devotees. Clare's creations have been made into a major blockbuster 
movie as well as a brand-new TV show, Shadowhunters: The Mortal Instruments, on the 
Freeform channel. 
 
What drew me to Clare's books was the epic storytelling and intricate world-building — what 
held and converted me into a superfan (of all of her series and spinoffs) was the love I have for 
the characters she created and the journeys they take together and individually. Lucky for new 
fans and old, Clare is debuting a whole new series within the Shadow World. The Dark Artifices 

https://www.popsugar.com/author/Hilary-White
https://www.popsugar.com/latest/The-Mortal-Instruments


is a follow-up series to The Mortal Instruments, and Lady Midnight, the trilogy's first book, is 
(finally!) being released on March 8. If you're already a fan, get ready for some heart-wrenching 
forbidden love and cameos from your favorite characters. If you're new to the Shadow World, 
don't worry — you can jump into Lady Midnight without having read any of the other novels. I 
caught up with Clare about everything you need to know before reading the new book. 

POPSUGAR: What do you think fans are going to love the most about Lady 
Midnight? 

Cassandra Clare: I hope that they're really going to love the expansion of the Shadowhunter 
world, being introduced to new characters that they can come to love, and follow their journey. 
One of the most important aspects in the books is this parabatai bond — a warrior bond that's a 
celebration of platonic friendship, and of course if you're a parabatai, you're not allowed to fall 
in love [with each other], and so these books sort of explore why that is, what the rule means, 
and the consequences are for not following it . . . 

PS: Which actually leads me right in to my next question! I'm obsessed with 
forbidden or unrequited love — Jace and Clary in The Mortal Instruments being 
one of my favorite examples of all time. Can you tell me a little bit about how the 
forbidden love aspect is going to play into Lady Midnight? 

CC: Forbidden love plays into Lady Midnight in a number of different ways, the first of which 
obviously is about the main characters Julian Blackthorn and Emma Carstairs. They 
became parabatai at a young age after both of them lost a significant portion of their family. 

They did this under really traumatic circumstances, and they didn't take into account that their 
feelings might change. They're experiencing these changing feelings in Lady Midnight; they 
start to see each other in a different way, and it's been a lot of fun for me because I haven't 
written this kind of romance before where it's someone that you know really well already instead 
of someone you're getting to know. And what hangs over all of this is the fact that it's forbidden 
to love your parabataiin a romantic way. And there's other forbidden love in the book as well — 
it wouldn't be fun if it was just one! 

PS: Why do you think readers, myself included, love to read about forbidden love 
SO damn much? 

CC: I think forbidden love is fascinating to us because it's love that has a real serious obstacle to 
overcome. I think that love that has never been tested is love that we maybe don't believe in as 
strongly as love that is tested and put through the fire; it's love that we come to believe in. We 
want to know what that love is, what it means to the people involved, and what would they do to 
preserve it. 

PS: I'm a huge YA reader, particularly YA fantasy. What do you think the biggest 
misconception is about YA, especially YA fantasy, that you've come across? 

CC: I think that there are a huge amount of misconceptions that are associated with YA fantasy, 
one being that it's all about romance, which is not true. I think it's often dismissed as being only 
for or about girls . . . This is one of the few genres that women authors do dominate, and I think 



there is backlash against that. There's a certain status quo that fights back against the idea that 
these books are about girls and that they are therefore lesser stories. And that's, to me, one of 
the most upsetting misconceptions about YA, because there are a lot of heroines, but so what? 
People can read a book about a female hero just as easily as they can read a book about a male 
hero. 

PS: Your books (and now the TV show as well) do a great job of representing 
people from different backgrounds, people with different sexual orientations, etc. 
I think this is obviously so important, especially for a young audience to read and 
see. Can you talk a little on the importance of diversity in the YA genre? 

CC: [Having diverse characters] is definitely something that has been important to me since the 
beginning, and it is important to me in The Dark Artifices, where we are going to meet 
characters who . . . some are cisgender, some of them aren't, some of the characters are straight, 
some are not, not all the characters are white — it's a way to explore a more intersectional 
diversity and give readers more of a range of characters to relate to. 

"Malec" is a popular same-sex pair in the fandom, especially on Tumblr, which is great because 
when I started out and was writing Magnus and Alec's relationship, it was one of the things that 
got my books challenged the most — you know it was the whole deal of "we can't carry these in 
the school library," "such and such big chains will never pick them up because of these 
characters," now, all these years down the road, it's great to see that at this point most of those 
places have come to take those books, and also that they have become such a popular pairing 
despite all of that. 

PS: If you could have any one power or object from the Shadow World, what would 
it be and why? 

CC: I think I would go with having Magnus's power that he uses in City of Ashes to summon 
cups of coffee to himself. That would be so great. 

PS: Have you been watching the Mortal Instruments show, and if so, what's your 
favorite thing about it? 

CC: I have! I think that it's interesting in that it sort of takes the core idea of the books but then 
goes in a different direction, so for me, it's like an alternate-universe fan fiction, so it's kind of 
fascinating to see what somebody else does with the story and where it goes. 

https://www.tumblr.com/search/malec


Author Cassandra Clare 
sheds light on her 

Shadowhunters in the new 
‘Lady Midnight’ 

In “Lady Midnight” Emma Carstairs might be author Cassandra Clare’s strongest Shadowhunter heroine yet. Karolina 
Akimov The Kansas City Star 

BY JENEÉ OSTERHELDT 
josterheldt@kcstar.com

March 11, 2016 

Shadowhunters may slay demons in the dark, but that’s not why we show them love. 

The half-angel, half-human warriors in Cassandra Clare’s best-selling fantasy books also 
take on the real world: being different, taking a stand and navigating the complicated 
layers of love. And it’s not strange for the ladies to save the day: Clary Fairchild, Tessa 
Gray and now, in the new “Lady Midnight,” Emma Carstairs. 

The novel hit shelves this week, and Clare’s book tour stops Tuesday in Kansas City. 

mailto:josterheldt@kcstar.com
http://www.amazon.com/Lady-Midnight-The-Dark-Artifices/dp/1442468351


In “Lady Midnight,” the start of her third 
Shadowhunter series, Emma’s parents were 
murdered so she lives with the Blackthorn 
family in Los Angeles and fights demons with 
their son Julian — who has his own share of 
troubles. 

“Emma is a very different kind of heroine 
than Clary and Tessa,” Clare says. “She is 
tough from the beginning. She has always 
been a Shadowhunter, and I hope readers will 
love the Blackthorns. I’m an only child and 
wanted to write the dynamics of a big family.” 

As Emma and Julian probe her parents’ 
murder, more secrets unfold and the teens 
find themselves looking at their government 
critically. 

“I wanted to take a darker turn with this 
series,” Clare says. “How do you turn a blind 
eye to the government doing bad things? The 
kids are going to have to fight a war on both 

fronts, a war against the exterior evils and a war against the way their own world works. 

“I hope kids come out of this thinking about what it means when a law is bad. What does 
it mean when the people who are supposed to take care of you and look out for you are 
actually hurting you?” 

The newest book is the introduction to “The Dark Artifices” trilogy, a sequel to “The 
Mortal Instruments,” the six-book series that captivated readers to the tune of 36 
million copies sold and counting. Twi-hard fans note: Stephenie Meyer is a fan of these 
books. 

“ ‘The Mortal Instruments’ series is a story world that I love to live in,” Meyer once said. 

Me, too. As a mixed woman, I’m drawn to young adult fantasy like J.K. Rowling’s “Harry 
Potter,” Rick Riordan’s “The Red Pyramid” and Clare’s ever-expanding collection 
because the stories often tackle identity issues and the hardship of straddling opposing 
worlds. 



But these books gain mass fandoms because 
no matter who you are and where you come 
from, we all struggle with otherness. Fantasy 
books deal with differences in a way that is 
strong and well, magical. 

Clare makes it easy to see yourself in her half-
angels, warlocks, faeries, vampires, 
werewolves and hybrids. She’s always 
thinking about the diversity. As she builds her 
worlds, she thinks about the people in her 
life. So she created a biracial werewolf teen 
girl, mixed with black and white. There was a 
Latino vampire leader, an in-the-closet 
Shadowhunter teen boy and a half-Dutch, 
half-Indonesian warlock. 

“When I first started out there wasn’t this big 
conversation about diversity that there is 
now, but it was important to me,” Clare told 
me over the land-line phone in her 
Massachusetts home. 

“Fantasy offers you a metaphor for life, and that is really what it meant to me as a kid. I 
was Jewish and I could never find Jewish characters in fantasy, but I found connectivity 
in characters who were different. One of my best friends is biracial. Another friend is 
Asian. I wanted to create characters to reflect them. 

“I get letters from kids who want to see Shadowhunters like themselves. They say ‘I’m 
depressed, I want to see that.’ Or ‘I am Latina, I want to see that.’ Or ‘I am autistic, I 
want to see that.’ I want everyone to see themselves.” 

In the future, “The Dark Artifices” will introduce a transgender Shadowhunter, and by 
the time we read her fifth series, “The Wicked Powers,” a black Shadowhunter will have 
a leading storyline. 

But right now we have a bunch of new angel-warriors to meet in “Lady Midnight.” 
There’s Cristina, a Mexican Shadowhunter. Dru proves that full-figured girls are athletic 
and apt warriors, too. And Ty is autistic but one of the most brilliant Shadowhunters yet. 
There are issues of forbidden love, body image, safe sex, mental illness, classism, special 
needs and general family dysfunction. 

Her storytelling is just as layered as the worlds she creates. It goes way beyond fancy 
weaponry, hot bodies and killer fight moves. 



And maybe that’s why the big and little screen adaptations of Clare’s “The Mortal 
Instruments” fall flat. The 2013 movie, “City of Bones,” tanked so hard they had to scrap 
the sequels. The Freeform (formerly ABC Family) series, “Shadowhunters,” starring 
Lee’s Summit’s own Katherine McNamara, is faring a little better. It’s holding a steady 
audience and trends every Tuesday on Twitter. On Monday it was renewed for a second 
season. But much like Charlaine Harris fans were split about HBO’s “True Blood,” 
Clare’s fans are torn over the new TV show. 

She wants fans to keep the peace. It’s not a competition. Fans of the books can like the 
show or not. How they feel about it doesn’t make them any more or less a part of the 
fandom. 

“Fantasy, in a lot of ways, is the hardest genre to adapt,” she says. “Some of our biggest 
successes have been fantasy, but it is incredibly hard and rare unless you have people 
working with the material who are super-saturated in the material and the fantasy world 
like ‘Lord of the Rings’ or ‘Game of Thrones.’ 

“I think a lot of people don’t realize how little control the authors have over the 
adaptations, unless you are a screenwriter in the Writers Guild like Suzanne Collins 
(“The Hunger Games”). I’ve spoken to her, and she’s been very nice to me. Getting into 
the Writers Guild is super tough, but I am working with my agent and I would love to 
one day do my own show.” 

How would she find the time? In just 10 years, she’s written 10 books split into three 
series under the Shadowhunter umbrella. When it’s all done, she will have written five 
series. Not to mention the short story collections or the “Magisterium” series she co-
writes with her good friend Holly Black. 

“I have more ideas than I can write,” Clare says. “I love world-building and magic 
systems and thinking of new challenges for them to face and turn things on their head. 
But I do have an assistant that helps me keep track of family trees, maps and character 
details.” 

http://www.kansascity.com/entertainment/tv/article54143910.html


Clare doesn’t write in the silence of an office. She creates her mystical adventures in 
Massachusetts coffee shops. 

“I have a really close group of writing friends who live nearby me, like Holly Black, Kelly 
Link and Maureen Johnson. We get together and write. It helps me to have other people 
around when I am stuck; I can stop and say so. We share perspectives. And I help them, 
too. It’s an even exchange.” 

She’s built her own scribe squad — and perhaps that stems from her fan-fiction roots. 

“I was straight out of college when I started fan fiction,” she says. “It’s common for that 
late high school and college age group. It’s a time period when you are learning what 
kind of writer you want to be, when you are influenced by the books you love and it’s one 
way of engaging them. So many writers come out of it. You get feedback and you are a 
part of a writing community. It’s really important.” 

But like many great successes, Clare is not without controversy. She’s been targeted by 
online bullies, and author Sherrilyn Kenyon accused her of trademark and copyright 
infringement. She claims Clare’s material overlaps too closely with her “Dark-Hunter” 
books because both use magical properties to help battle evil and protect mankind. 

Is she for real? She might as well sue every fantasy book author. 

“My ideas come out of my head and heart and are original to me,” Clare says. “But I 
absolutely use tropes of our genre. … My friend once said there is a big pot of ideas 
about fantasy and we all take from the pot. We all put into the pot. The crime is 
pretending the pot doesn’t exist.” 

Despite the dark forces against her, Clare continues to work her magic in the literary 
world. 

Jeneé Osterheldt: 816-234-4380, josterheldt@kcstar.com, @jeneeinkc 

CASSANDRA CLARE IN KC 

Meet best-selling author Cassandra Clare when her “Lady Midnight” book tour stops in Kansas City at 
6:30 p.m. Tuesday at the Plaza Library, 4801 Main St. Hosted by Rainy Day Books and the Kansas City 
Public Library, Clare will discuss her work, answer questions and sign books, too. It’s free but important 
to RSVP at kclibrary.org. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

Clare’s literary heroes: J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis and Jane Austen. “My pen name comes from Jane 
Austen’s ‘The Beautifull Cassandra.’ ” 

http://www.amazon.com/Iron-Trial-Magisterium-Book/dp/0545522269/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1457633096&sr=1-2&keywords=magisterium
http://www.amazon.com/Steampunk-Anthology-Fantastically-Strange-Stories/dp/0763648434/ref=sr_1_10?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1320253967&sr=1-10
http://www.amazon.com/Steampunk-Anthology-Fantastically-Strange-Stories/dp/0763648434/ref=sr_1_10?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1320253967&sr=1-10
http://www.maureenjohnsonbooks.com/shades-of-london-series/
mailto:josterheldt@kcstar.com
https://twitter.com/jeneeinkc
http://www.kclibrary.org/event/lady-midnight-cassandra-clare


Cassie paparazzi: “I worked for The Hollywood Reporter for a couple of years and it was fun. All writing 
helps. Nonfiction helps fiction, fiction helps nonfiction.” But she didn’t like the tabloid stories, like Tom 
Cruise jumping on Oprah’s couch. “It made me want to escape into a fantasy world. I was like, ‘This is not 
what I want to do.’  ” 

Her favorite character: Magnus Bane, the high warlock of Brooklyn. “He has been alive for a long 
time, and when we first meet him, it seems like he doesn’t care about anything. But he really has become 
the moral center.” She loves him so much that he has a short collection of stories, “The Bane Chronicles.” 

Her must read: “If You Could Be Mine” by Sara Farizan. “It’s about two girls who are in love in modern 
Tehran. I was born in Tehran and I am totally fascinated by this story about young gay kids in such a 
repressive culture. You don’t see a story like this very often.” 

Deadpool’s girlfriend reads Clare: Morena Baccarin, the brilliant and beautiful actress who plays 
Vanessa in “Deadpool,” is narrating the “Lady Midnight” audiobook. 

THE SHADOWHUNTER CHRONICLES 

▪ “The Mortal Instruments”: A six-book series about Clary Fairchild, who learns she is a half-angel 
and can see what her friends in New York can’t — demons, vampires and things. The first book was a 2013 
movie. Now you can watch Katherine McNamara of Lee’s Summit play Clary on “Shadowhunters” at 8 
p.m. Tuesdays on Freeform (formerly ABC Family). 

▪ “The Infernal Devices”: In this prequel trilogy to “The Mortal Instruments,” Tessa Gray finds out she 
has the power to transform into other people. There’s a love triangle, too. 

▪ “The Dark Artifices”: In this soon-to-be trilogy, not only do you get to know Emma Carstairs and the 
Blackthorn family, and explore forbidden love and the evils of the Shadowhunter government, all of your 
old favorites like Clary and Jace, Tessa and Jem and Magnus Bane make appearances. 

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-bane-chronicles-cassandra-clare/1118602887#productInfoTabs





Four Questions for... 
Cassandra Clare 

By Sue Corbett | Jan 26, 2016 

The many fans of Cassandra Clare’s The Mortal Instruments series are counting down 
the days until the March 8 release ofLady Midnight, the first book in a new series, The 
Dark Artifices (S&S/McElderry). Bookshelf caught up with Clare in a rare moment when 
she was not writing…. 

The new series is related to The Mortal Instruments 
books – is it a prequel? Sequel? Companion? 

It’s set in the same world as Mortal Instruments and it’s sort 
of a continuation of the story but with different main 
characters, so I guess you could call it both a companion 
and a sequel. It’s complicated because by the time I finish, 
I will have five separate series set in the same world. This 
is the third series, and there will be three books in this one 
– Lady Midnight, Lord of Shadows, and The Queen of Air 
and Darkness. I’m working on Lord of Shadows now. After I 
finish this series, I’ll start The Last Hours, which will also be 
a Shadowhunters series, but set in 1903 in Edwardian 
London. The last series will be called The Wicked Powers 
but I can’t say a word about that yet. I actually had to hire 
an assistant to help me keep track of the all the plotlines 
and the family tree, write a dossier on each character, 
make timelines of events, and take notes on the mythology. 
We published some of this as The Shadowhunters Codex, 
which included the history of the Shadowhunters and a lot 
of stuff about the different kinds of weapons they use. 

Wow, that’s a lot of writing, especially since Lady 
Midnight clocks in at 720 pages. Do you think you’ll ever write a series that isn’t about 
the Shadowhunters? 

With what time? Although, I do collaborate with Holly Black on the Magisterium series. Our third 
book, The Bronze Key, is coming out in September. David Levithan is our editor and he thinks 
the way we work is just ridiculous. Since the stories are told from the point of view of one 
person, Callum Hunt, we wanted the voice to be totally consistent so I write 500 words and then 
give the computer to Holly. [Clare and Black live about a mile apart in western Massachusetts.] 
Then she writes over my 500 words and adds another 500 words. Then she gives it back to me 
and I do the same. Our acid test for whether this was working was that we gave the first 
manuscript to our mothers to read and they couldn’t tell who had written what. It drives David 
crazy but it works for us. 



You always have some cool contest or giveaway for your readers when you release a 
new book. What are you planning for Lady Midnight? 

Well, I really wanted to be able to sign the entire first run of Lady Midnight but then they told me 
how many books that would be (at least 600,000) and I realized no human being could do that. 
I’m aware of what signing 150,000 copies [of The Fault in Our Stars] did to John Green. So I 
remembered that when Suzanne Collins hurt her wrist and couldn’t autograph any copies 
of Mockingjay, she had a special stamp made that she used during her tour but then retired, 
never to be used again. So I asked if we could create some kind of unique stamp and I would 
stamp as many books as I could, which still turned out to be less than they were going to 
actually print. So we drafted a bunch of people with connections to the book – the designer, the 
editor, the president of Simon and Schuster – and we had stamping parties to get it done. So if 
you get a stamped book, it was done by me or by somebody very close to the production of the 
book. 

A l l t h i s a n d a T V s h o w, t o o ! F r e e f o r m [ f o r m e r l y A B C F a m i l y ] j u s t 
launched Shadowhunters, its own series based on the books. Did you get to have any 
input? 

I’m actually not involved at all. I mean, I did visit the set but I am as clueless as the next person 
as to what will happen next. Well, I do know a little, but I wasn’t involved in writing it and I didn’t 
have right of approval or get a consultant fee or anything like that. But, of course, all my readers 
always come to me with questions about it. That’s the thing about having a close relationship 
with your fans: they think to ask me first even though the TV series is really a completely 
separate thing that doesn’t have anything to do with me or the books. I think that will change. I 
think fans of Pretty Little Liars have finally separated the books from the show. [The show] is a 
riff on my work, not my work. A lot of people want to know, ‘Why aren’t you involved?’ and the 
real answer is, if I insisted on being involved, nobody would have bought the rights to make it. 
That’s just not the way these things work except in very special circumstances. And I’m okay 
with that. 

Lady Midnight (Dark Artifices #1) by Cassandra Clare. S&S/McElderry, $24.99 Mar. ISBN 
978-1-4814-7857-1 





‘Shadowhunters’ creator due in Omaha to talk of 
latest young adult book 
By Micah Mertes / / World-Herald staff writer Mar 10, 2016


The extremely popular author Cassandra Clare will speak in Omaha this weekend. 
 
At a Sunday event hosted by Omaha Public Library and The Bookworm, the author of 
“The Mortal Instruments” will discuss “Lady Midnight,” released Tuesday, the first book 
of her new “Dark Artifices” series. 



The new series is part of the “Shadowhunters” universe, which includes both the “Mortal 
Instruments” series and “The Infernal Devices,” and has been adapted into a movie and 
a new TV series on Freeform (formerly ABC Family). 
 
Clare also is co-author of “The Magisterium Series” with Holly Black. Black and author 
Sarah Rees Brennan will join Clare at the Sunday event. 
 
Altogether, Clare has more than 36 million books in print and is one of the biggest 
names in young adult literature. 
 
Her Omaha stop is part of a U.S. book tour that will take her mostly to cities where she’s 
never been. 
 
Clare spoke with The World-Herald while packing for the tour. 
 
Q: You’re about to hit the road, right? 
 
A: Yes, it’s been a while for me going on a big book tour like this, because the last 
“Shadowhunters” book, “City of Heavenly Fire,” was two years ago. I usually don’t go 
this long between books. So this is kind of a return for me. 
 
Q: For those not in the know, could you talk about the premise of “Lady Midnight” and 
how it fits into the “Shadowhunters” universe? 
 
A: The “Shadowhunters” universe is an urban fantasy in which there is a race of people 
called “Shadowhunters,” and they are part angel, and they fight demons and other 
supernatural baddies that are part of our world. They maintain a kind of uneasy truce 
with the non-evil supernatural forces that reside in our universe. Vampires, werewolves, 
warlocks, that sort of thing. 
 
The story started with the tale of Clary. She is the young girl who finds out that she is a 
powerful Shadowhunter with a responsibility to save the world. 
 
The world has really grown out since then. I think that for “Lady Midnight,” one of my 
goals was to tell a story that was a little darker than what had gone on before and with 
more morally gray and ambiguous characters who are often caught in a difficult 
situation between doing a bad thing to achieve a good thing and sticking to the rules. 
 
Q: And there’s a new protagonist now, as well. 
 
A: In this book, the central character is Emma Carstairs. She lost her parents in a war 
that took place in the last book of “The Mortal Instruments.”  
 
She’s looking for the specific people who murdered her parents when the war was going 
on. And she is out to get revenge. And so of course the book discusses: What does it 
mean to get revenge? Does it fix what happened to get revenge? What if getting revenge 



means hurting the people you care about? And what do you do when your own 
government is actually part of the active body that is harming you? 
 
Q: The events take place five years after the last “Mortal Instruments” book, correct? 
 
Yes. So we actually met Emma as a 12-year-old at the very end of “Mortal Instruments.” 
We meet her briefly as collateral damage of the war that takes place in that book. We 
know she’s lost her parents, but this is the book about what happens to her afterward. 
 
Q: There was the “Mortal Instruments” movie and now there’s the TV series, 
“Shadowhunters.” The TV series especially veers from the books. Could you speak to 
that a little bit? Is it hard to let go of that control of the world you created? 
 
A: I mean, it’s hard to see that happen because you never know how it’s going to go. I 
think that people look at these adaptations and say, “Well, look at ‘Game of Thrones’ 
and look at ‘The Hunger Games’; they really involved the authors.” I don’t think they 
realized that both George R.R. Martin and Suzanne Collins worked in Hollywood writing 
screenplays and were part of the Writers Guild. I’m not part of the Writers Guild, so for 
me to even touch a screenplay is actually against the rules. 
 
Also, I think there’s a very strong sort of wall in Hollywood between the creators of 
source material and the people who adapt it. There are good reasons for that and bad. 
 
You don’t want the writer on the set saying there shouldn’t be any changes, because you 
know that there do need to be changes. But it is true that when you adapt something 
that is popular and has a following, that following is there to see their adaption of the 
thing they love. So the responsibility falls on you to retain the spirit of what they care 
about. And that’s a very difficult task, I think. 
 
For me personally, the job is disconnecting, just like, well, they’re going to go, and 
they’re going to do what they’re going to do, and they’re going to make the changes 
they’re going to make and it could be totally unrecognizable to me at the end of it. It’s, 
like, you kind of have to say goodbye to your children when they go off to college or 
whatever, and they could come back with, like, 65 tattoos. I have no idea. There’s 
nothing I can do about it. 
 
Q: I talked to another writer of an urban fantasy series this week about the problem of 
always raising stakes from book to book. The big bad has to be badder next time. The 
threat has to be more threatening. Do your run into that hurdle with each new book? 
 
A: For me, it’s helped that I have a long series that’s broken up into other series. When I 
reboot with a new cast of characters, I get a chance to start again. 
 
This is something that applies to books and to TV: The most important thing you need 
to do is establish your characters and why people should care about what happens to 
them. Because you can write all the scenes you want of people hitting each other with 



swords, but no one cares unless they care about the people who are fighting and what 
the outcome is going to be. 
 
I think when I reboot with new characters, there’s a significant amount of time learning 
who these people are, why we should care about them, what their personal stakes are in 
the story. In many ways, personal stakes are the most significant thing to a readership 
because you know the world’s probably not going to end. You’re not going to blow the 
planet up. But they don’t know what’s going to happen to the people individually — if 
they’re going to get what they want, if they’re going to be happy, if they’re going to die. 
Those are the highest stakes. 
 
Q: Do you have an Omaha connection? What made you choose it for a stop on the tour? 
 
A: I’ve never been, and I wanted to go on this tour to places I haven’t been before. And a 
friend of mine is an Omaha author, Rainbow Rowell. She really sold me on Omaha. She 
said the bookstores are great, the readers are great, and I’m going to have a great time. 
 
If you go 
 
What: Author Cassandra Clare will speak, joined by writers Holly Black and Sarah Rees Brennan. 
When: 2 p.m. Sunday  
Where: Westside Middle School, 8601 Arbor St. 
Details: The event is free and open to the public. Seating will be first-come, first-served. 

Contact the writer: micah.mertes@owh.com, 402-444-3182, twitter.com/MicahMertes 
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